GDI
NGO / Charities Advertising Next To Disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Misogyny/anti-women rights
- Anti-vaccination
- Anti-lockdown
- Covid-19 conspiracies
- Electoral fraud
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

Google  PubMatic  xandr

centro  Exponential  Acuity

Quantcast  powerinbox
Popular brands inadvertently funding these stories:
Organisation: Planned Parenthood

Ad served by: Google

Site: Epoch Times

Disinformation: Abortion
Abortion Is Not Just Someone Else's Bad Luck
By Danielle D'Souza Gill — October 6, 2020

Trump Is Consistent and Truthful on Abortion
By Rachel Bovard — September 26, 2020
To a pro-life movement accustomed to condescension and dismissal from Republican party leaders, President Trump is an unexpected and welcome delight.

Several States Halt Abortion Practices During Coronavirus Outbreak
By Eric Lendrum — March 25, 2020
As the coronavirus spreads across the country, several states have resorted to ordering a temporary ban on abortion procedures and the shuttering of abortion clinics. [...]

https://pixel.quantcount.com/?a=p-9fYuixa7g_Hm2;rand=40836;labels=
Organisation: Feeding America

Ad served by: Tribal Fusion (Exponential Interactive)

Site: Activist Post

Disinformation: Globalist and “Great Reset”
Articles

Examining the Evidence for Democrats’ ‘No Evidence of Voter Fraud’ Claim
Jon N. Hall
Liberal Harvard professor Laurence Tribe offers a case study in election obfuscation. More

How Liberals Can Destroy Football with COVID, and Why They’d Want To
Eric Georgatos
Football has always been reviled by the left. Now leftists are salivating at the chance to put the last nail in the sport’s coffin. More

Why It Matters When New York’s Governor Spits on SCOTUS’s Defense of Religious Freedom
Jeffrey Folks
Religious liberty is at the heart of our national identity. For a top liberal opinion-maker to say defending it is just “politics” is horrifying. More

Woke Police Reform Doesn’t Work
Rick Fuentes
It is reflexive that those on the Left will always paint policing with a broad brush and in a bad light. More

The Flat-Earthers of Politics
Jeannie DeAngelis
Fueled by political flat-earthers who flout the facts, it’s time to get to the bottom of this debate. More

American Thinker Blog

Bringing up the Nazis: The left tries to de-legitimize Trump’s legal challenges for fair elections
December 1, 2020
The left is flying in all directions trying to claim the legal challenges to election 2020 are about something other than fraud. More

About those ‘spike anomalies’ in Pennsylvania...
December 1, 2020
A bunch of votes that are dumped into the election results faster than they could have been processed by the voting machines, using the maximum possible speed as provided by the manufacturer of the machines. More

How spineless and traitorous are most of the GOP?
December 1, 2020
They all know damn well the election was fraudulent, and they want us to overlook that fact in the name of “unity.” More
John Bush on Why We Need Less Covid Compliance and More Covid Defiance

By John Bush

In this video, John Bush discusses the importance of defying COVID-19 tyranny with a great big smile. He shares how he navigates mask mandates and offers advice on how to avoid conflict when going mask free in public.
Organisation: Institute for Veteran Families

Ad served by: Centro

Site: American Thinker

Disinformation: Election Fraud Disinfo
Do Masks Cause Infections?

By Patrick D Hahn —— Bio and Archives—December 1, 2020
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1981 study published in the British Medical Journal:
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HELP OUR TEAMS provide lifesaving care
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Organisation:
Wikimedia Foundation

Ad served by:
Powerinbox

Site:
DC Dirty Laundry

Disinformation:
anti-vaxx
Brand: Ketto Continued

Ad served by: Google

Site: Breitbart

Disinformation: Misogyny
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